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 The film was released on 21 April 2013 to positive reviews, but the film did not match up to the expectations of the audience
and critics. The film is based on the novel Banke Badshah (translated as Banke Roshni) by Sujatha . Plot Badshah, Vaidyaraju,

Thimmanna, and Varunja are the four brothers of Ramesh (NTR) who are very angry and hate women. They have lived together
as brothers for many years and when Ramesh NTR (Rambabu) was arrested for murdering a police officer, they had to take

care of their mother Rukmani Devi. However, Rukmani Devi could not take care of her four sons. Her dream was to send all of
them to England and settle them there, however, due to her death, they had to live together and deal with the problems and

hurdles created by the police. However, they get to know that a divorce has taken place between their mother and their father
Ramesh and they now live separately. Ramesh is still in prison, but after a year, he gets released from prison and goes back to

his house to find out that his wife Ramesh's younger brother is alive and he is also in London. This news terrifies Ramesh.
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However, he manages to get into the house of the other Ramesh's brother by simply wearing a wig and asks to meet Ramesh's
younger brother in London. They see each other and decide to make their lives together. Later, the brothers come to know that

their mother's dream of sending them to England was just a ploy and she made all of them believe this. While coming back
from the airport, they encounter the most unexpected situations, and must do something to stay alive. Cast N. T. Rama Rao Jr.

as Ramesh Kajal as Nisha Rohini as Ramesh's Mother, Rukmani Devi Ajay as Badshah Tanikella Bharani as Vaidyaraju Posani
Krishna Murali as Thimmanna Sudha as Varunja Ravi Prakash as Badshah's Father Tanikella Bharani as Vaidyaraju's Father

Kota Srinivasa Rao as Thimmanna's Father T. P. Gajendran as Varunja 82157476af
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